Part # BLG-LEDBLT-SP131

BLG-LEDBLT-SP131
18 Watt LED Replacement Engine for BLG-LEDBLT-HGL
Instruction Manual
Thank you for your purchase of the 18 Watt LED Replacement Engine for BLG-LEDBLT-HGL, the following instructions
are intended for this part number only.

REPLACEMENT:
To install the new LED Light, remove all fasteners securing the old LED in
place. Remove the screws holding the protective LED housing onto the
light to remove the housing. Loosen or take out the two bolts on each side
of the top of the tightening clamp in order to free the LED. Remove the
old LED and put the new one in its place, tighten the bolts on the clamp
and reinstall the protective housing around the front of the LED.

Wiring and
Plug: This replacement LED engine comes equipped with
an 18" whip cable that is terminated in a Deutsch connector.
Simply plug in the connector from the light to the female
Deutsch connector.
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Safety Warnings
For personal safety, always follow the safety instructions in this manual to ensure safe and long- term use. Failing
to do so can result in damage to the product or serious bodily injury

Warnings
To prevent serious damage to eyesight, never
look into spotlight when light is on. DO NOT
shine light into the face of someone else.
DO NOT touch lens of spotlight when light is on
or if it was recently on. The lens will be hot and
could cause serious burns.
DO NOT allow children to handle or operate
this light.
DO NOT use this product for other than its
intended use.
DO NOT operate in close proximity of
Combustible or flammable materials.

DO NOT attempt to operate this light if cord,
plug, battery, bulb or any part of the light is
damaged or corroded.

For info on warranty and returns please visit our website: www.Larsonelectronics.com
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